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Mosul, year zero
Maria Kourpa

The recent operation that is taking place against ISIS in Mosul since mid-October has posed the question of the transition of the province back to normality, due to the chronic problems of the tribal and religious heterogeneity of Iraq
and the contradictory interests of regional powers in the area. The case points to the conditions that made this city
so vulnerable to ISIS insurgency at first place and also demonstrates the dire situation that the ethno-religious minorities of the region have found themselves in, as a result of the brutal proxy war. What is to take place in Mosul
after ISIS withdrawal? How can we prevent the emergence of new extremist groups and secure peace in the area?
Mosul fell easily into the arms of ISIS in June 2014 and until recently it was the home for its prominent leaders. In October
18th, though, Iraqi army and police forces, along with Kurdish Peshmerga forces, Shia militias, Sunni tribal forces and US and
western special forces—under the coalition Combined Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR)—attacked
the territory held by ISIS. Today, these forces have recaptured the rural areas around Mosul and Iraq’s army is moving into
the urban zones of Mosul. ISIS fighters in the city are outnumbered by the liberation forces and are significantly less armed,
while its leaders are believed to have already left the city. Still, we should hold our enthusiasm; the operation will be long and
painful.
Alas, the toughest part begins after the liberation of the city. Each of the powers fighting against ISIS has its own interests in the region, while the religious and tribal divisions are always threatening to slide Mosul again towards entropy. Not
only is there the fear of a proxy war in the region, but also a new Sunni extremism is to be prevented.
ISIS: Boys are back in town?
Nineveh is a predominately Sunni Arab region which also includes other ethnic groups, like Kurds, Turkmen and Assyrians,
as well as religious minorities, notably Shia Muslims, Christians, Yazidis and Shabaks.1 The relations between these groups
have not been always peaceful and friendly. On the contrary, these communities have been fighting for years now for land
and power.
The previous years, the Sunni majority of the region was feeling marginalised by the central Iraqi government. After the
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2003 invasion, the Shia—the religious majority in the country—led the government of Iraq. When it comes especially to Nineveh’s provincial government, Kurdish and Shiite political parties took advantage and abused the Sunni community, in an attempt to reverse the Baathication and Sunnification of the area under Saddam.2 Therefore, when the attacks against the Shia
administration escalated in 2011, the alienated from the central government Sunni majority was not against them. By 2014,
the Islamic State was already more than welcome in the area. During the ISIS years, two million people from minority communities, like Christians, Shia, Kurdish, Turkmen or Yazidis, arrived to the Kurdish region from Mosul and many more were
killed.3 The Sunni had retaken the control in Nineveh.
Under these circumstances, at this moment ISIS fighters have no problem melting in the population of Mosul, allowing them to regress to a low intensity insurgency.4 Otherwise, ISIS members leave the region disguised as refugees and
flee to Syria where they still hold strong,
through the unofficial Ba’aj roadway that
was left open during the operation. In
any case, ISIS can always hide back in the
desert, preparing itself for a new opportunity. The proxy war between Iran and
Saudi Arabia, as well as the Shia militia
atrocities and the marginalisation of Sunnis by the central Iraqi government could
form new anti-Shia or extreme Sunni insurgent groups and the area could merge
again into chaos.
A regional conflict or a proxy war?
Besides the fear of a new insurgency in the
future, the diversity in the area can also
trigger a clash between tribes, religious
groups and their internal or external supporters participating in the offensive. The unholy alliance of CJTF-OIR is being
backed from other players, the traditional supporters of the rival ethno-religious groups, making this operation a proxy war,
especially for the usual suspects: Iran and Saudi Arabia. It is quite sure that, without the stabilization of political power, the
groups and their supporters will fight for control and influence over Nineveh.
Iraq’s central government is backed by American advisors, trainers and the American air-force. The Sunni majority, though,
does not trust the government and neither do so the Sunni powers, like Turkey and Saudi Arabia, especially after the government passed a law concerning the unification of Iraq’s army with the sectarian Popular Mobilisation Units (PMU).5 The
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latter, an umbrella organisation of Shia militias backed also by Iran, proceeded to revenge killings of Sunnis accused of being
members of ISIS in the area. In reality neither the Iraqi government, nor Iran can fully control PMU, which could act as an
additional spoiler in the stabilisation of the area in the future.
Iraqi Kurds are joining the battle with their powerful Peshmerga forces. Indeed, the autonomous Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) plans on absorbing and controlling the recently liberated by the Peshmerga territories and the disputed areas
in Nineveh and Kirkuk.6
Turkey and Saudi Arabia are considered as the protectors of Sunnis in the area. At this moment, Turkey keeps 800 soldiers
in the city of Bashiqa, north of Mosul, and provides equipment and training to Sunni militias, like the Jubouri militia, alHashd al-Watani or the Nineveh Guard, in order to maintain Mosul’s Sunni rule against the Iraqi government.7 Turkey’s often
inflammatory rhetoric, ambiguous policy and red lines, as well as its military operations in Syria, renders Ankara a problematic third wheel between the USA and Iraq. At the same time, Turkey tries to weaken the Kurds in Turkey and Syria and
shut any separatist voices, by cooperating with the Kurdish Regional Government in Northern Iraq against PKK and YPG in
Western Sinjar. Moreover, Turkey has warned lately that it will enter Tel-Afar if PMU does, using as a motive the ethnic ties
it shares with the Turkmen in the city, triggering again an exchange of accusations and insults with Baghdad.
Towards a solution
In search of a compromise between the unholy alliance and as a solution to extremism, the military offensive in Mosul is being
held by Iraq’s army and its American allies alone. While Peshmerga forces and Shia militias are attacking the area, Iraqi army
is the only one to have officially entered Mosul and the one more likely to liberate it. Plus, as an effort for reconciliation, the
security forces are led by General Najim al-Jabouri, a Sunni Arab commander, well known in the area. Moreover, months before the operation, civic organisations, like SANAD for Peacebuilding and the Network of Iraqi Facilitators, have helped the
Iraqi government to prepare for the operation by “calculating the tribal and religious dynamics and reconcile rival leaders from
Nineveh.”8
As the president of KRG Masud Barzani stated: “We had al-Qaeda in Iraq yesterday, we have ISIS today and tomorrow we will
have another group if Mosul is not going to have a good administrating system.”9 One solution could be the division of the area in
autonomous parts, each one representing and governed by a different ethnic group, like the Kurdish Autonomous area in the
North.10 Atheel Nujaifi, Nineveh’s former governor and leader of Nineveh Guard, hopes for an autonomous Sunni province
in Nineveh, which can be achieved by a referendum, according to Iraq’s constitution.11 Christian rights’ groups and activists,
on the other hand, are pushing though the US Congress for safe zones or autonomous regions for Christians and other minorities in the areas.12 Last but not least, we should also wait to see how the US policy will unfold in the next months. With
Trump in office, even the participation of US forces in the offensive is at stake.
Whatever the future of Mosul will be after ISIS, what is crucial now is the cooperation of the Iraqi security forces and government with the local authorities for the protection of locals, regardless of ethnicity or religion, and the resettlement of inUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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ternally displaced population after years of fights and prosecutions. Iraq should keep an eye on Shia atrocities and protect the
area from new Sunni insurgency. When it comes to the Kurds though, the Iraqi government would have to negotiate on many
regions that the Kurds have freed and wish to keep. As we follow this operation, we have to keep in mind that this is not just
a battle for Mosul; there is also a war to fight against terrorism that has been strengthening in the territories of Syria.
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Iran and Saudi Arabia in Iraq:
A long struggle for influence
Mariarita Garofalo

The overthrow of Saddam Hussein determined the end of the Baathist regime. Having turned Iraq into an arena
for “proxy” competition, Iran and Saudi Arabia represent the first and central players to have exploited this new
power vacuum left by the fall of Saddam—their common antagonist. Where does the rivalry between Riyadh and
Teheran stem from? Which form has it taken in the Iraqi theater? What were the Saudi-Iranian reactions to the
rise of ISIL in the country?
Saudi Arabia and Iran: an enduring rivalry
Riyadh and Teheran are divided by long-standing structural tensions. Each one wants to represent the two main communities in which the Muslim world is divided, Sunni and Shi’a, as well as the two different ethnicities and cultures, the Arab and
the Persian. Consequently, each one has aspirations for Islamic leadership and possesses different visions of the Middle Eastern order.1 The turning point in the modern relations between Riyadh and Teheran is undoubtedly the Khomeini revolution
and the proclamation of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979. Since then, Tehran regards Riyadh as Washington’s proxy, while
Saudi Arabia worries about Iran’s new regional ambitions, including its pursuit of nuclear weapons. As two oil-rich nations,
energy issues are an additional source of tension. Both Saudi and Iranian strategies wield asymmetrical means: while Tehran
backs militant non-state actors, usually playing a rejectionist trump card, Riyadh allocates greater financial resources, resorting to Arab media and backing the region’s key external power: the USA.
Iran and Iraq: seizing an important opportunity
The ousting of Saddam Hussein was welcomed by Tehran as a blessing, while a large part of the Iranian elite interpreted this
event as a vindication for the revolutionary sacrifice made by Iran during the Iran-Iraq War. The exclusion of the Ba’ath
party’s members from the political arena paved the way for a new elite mostly consisting of Shi’ite politicians, turning the Iraqi
situation into a golden opportunity for Iran to extend its influence over a Shi’a-majority country and to make another IranUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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Iraq war highly improbable. Therefore, Iran’s first priorities were to ensure the Shi’a governance in the country, to oust the
U.S.-coalition troops which were installed in Iraq, and to minimize the destabilizing effects of Sunni extremists on Iraq’s society. Most of the efforts made by Iran aimed at positioning itself as the main mediator of Iraqi political disputes, providing
an important financial support to predominantly Shi’a parties during the 2005 and 2010 elections, and convincing them to
run on unified lists and taking advantage of their demographic strength.2
Pro-Iranian individuals also hold positions of importance in Iraqi institutions and many of the Badr brigade’s officers—
the military wing of the Shia Islamic Party—infiltrated the ministries and the security services.3 However, a major role in serving Tehran’s interests in Baghdad is still played by Qassam Suleimani, one of the most powerful public figures: the Quds
Force leader manages all the Iranian activities in Iraq and acts as a mediator between the various Iraqi Shi’ia parties. The extent to which Teheran fostered the adoption of sectarian policies during Maliki’s government might remain unclear, but there
is evidence about Iran’s decisive contribution in replacing al-Maliki with the current Iraqi Prime Minister al-Abadi.4
A crucial strategic means used by Tehran to shape the Iraqi political process and prevent the central government from
being too powerful is the management of the Shi’a militias’ violent activities by providing them with funds, military equipment and training. Since 2003, new groups have been created by Iran in order to keep the balance of power between all militias stable.
Iran’s religious influence on Iraq is not as strong as imagined, and Tehran has been trying to implement its religious
agenda by building schools, mosques and medical clinics in Bagdad, Najaf and other Shi’a areas. Undoubtedly, such an effort also addressed the need to win the hearts and minds of the Iraqi population. This latter element did also underline the
Iranian decision to support the Iraqi Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani: even if shunning the “velayat-e-faqih” principle promoted
by Teheran, he still represents an important public figure, very active in politics and capable of affecting also the Iranian
power domestically. After 2011, the Iranian influence strategy, together with the US withdrawal, have enabled Teheran to get
a firmer grip on Baghdad.
Saudi Arabia and the attempt to contain the Iranian enemy
In the name of its strong alliance with Washington, Riyadh supported the US-led invasion from the beginning. The US involvement was perceived as necessary to deter the Iranian threat and keep the balance of power in Iraq but, at the same time,
it closed the door on the monarchy’s vigorous meddling in the Iraqi crisis. Therefore, especially until 2008, Saudi Arabia kept
a sort of “low profile”, keeping communications with Sunni parties open and using rhetoric tools to influence the Iraqi society and the Coalition Provisional Authority.
Between 2005 and 2007, Riyadh financed the construction of at least 50 mosques in Erbil and Suleimaniya and it was active, financially and through its propaganda networks, on the Turkish-Iraqi border, in Kirkuk, Halabja and Mosul. The Saudi
government also sent invitations to Iraqi tribal leaders to go on pilgrimage and meet the King in an attempt to flirt with their
Arab identity.
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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In 2004, US intelligence and officials claimed that private Saudi citizens and charities were channeling funds to various
Sunni groups.5 This information were later confirmed by the Iraqi Study Group report, in which it was claimed that funding
for the Sunni insurgency was coming from citizens of Arabia and other Gulf States. Later, former US ambassador Edward
Gnehm pointed out that he was told that Saudi Arabia had pressed other members of the Gulf Cooperation Council to provide financial support to Sunnis in Iraq.6
In 2006, the implementation of sectarian policies by Maliki’s government and the subsequent escalating violence resulted
in a mounting Saudi public pressure on the monarchy to protect Sunnis in Iraq. At the same time, Riyadh faced also Salafi
clerics’ call for the adoption of a more incisive anti-Shi’a position.7 After 2008, destabilizing the Shi’a dominated politics and
reducing Iran’s grip on the country became a policy of paramount importance for Saudi Arabia.8 Hence, Saudi Arabia increased its efforts, getting actively involved in Iraqi politics: it backed Al-Maliki’ Sunni rivals in the 2010 elections, providing
public support and guidance to the Iraqi Awakening movement, it financed a large campaign of reconstruction projects in
Iraq and it pledged billions of dollars of export guarantees. Although Saudi Arabia’s involvement in Iraq used to be more indirect, Riyadh started accusing openly Maliki and his
government of sectarian policies against Sunnis,9 mainly
through Saudi media channels.
However, in 2011, Saudi Arabia’s violent repression of the
Shi’a uprisings, both domestically and in Bahrain, severely damaged the reputation of Riyadh, which lost ground among the
Iraqi population. In 2014, after al-Abadi’s appointment as Iraqi
Prime Minister, many efforts have been made to increase Sunni
participation in the Iraqi government, an element that favored
better relations between Iraq and the Saudi monarchy.
The rise of ISIL: what kind of contribution?
After the conquest of Mosul in June 2014 and much of the Anbar province by Daesh and the following proclamation of the
Islamic Caliphate in Iraq and Syria by al-Baghdadi, the Iraqi government, given the poor performance of its armed forces, has
been more reliant on Tehran. Iran quickly responded to the new threat providing weapons, advisors and training support and,
finally, by performing airstrikes. Iran-backed Shi’ia militias have striven hard to protect Baghdad and hold ISIL’s onslaught
back: the Badr group still plays a crucial role in bringing Daesh-occupied territories back under the government’s control. The
Iranian engagement against ISIL has been considered as meeting several foreign policy objectives: decreasing Tehran’s isolation, enhancing regional influence and partnerships with relevant countries and providing an additional leverage to the
nuclear negotiations.
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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Saudi Arabia has been accused of funding ISIL, either directly or by failing to prevent private donors from sending money
to the group. However, both accusations were strongly rejected. In July 2014, the Saudi government deployed 30,000 troops
to beef up security along its border with Iraq, deciding subsequently to join the US-led anti-ISIS coalition activities in Syria.
The Saudi authorities fear that ISIL will inspire jihadists to challenge the legitimacy and survival of the Saudi monarchy: alBaghdadi has often claimed that the Saudi state has deviated from the true beliefs of Wahhabism, presenting Daesh as the
true representative of the Salafi message.10
Even the common threat represented by ISIL has once again shown that a cooperation between Riyadh and Tehran is out
of the question. Rather, this old rivalry seems to increase and articulate in further “proxy” wars, such as in Yemen and Syria.
So, the stability of Iraq is strongly tied to its government’s ability to mediate between Sunnis and Shi’a components both domestically and internationally.
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Donald Trump’s Iraq policy:
Vagueness & contradictions
Evangelos Diamantopoulos

Donald Trump will be the next American President after a fierce election season during which he adopted populist,
vague and self-contradictory rhetoric in order to charm multiple audiences. His intentions on Iraq can only be deciphered by examining his words, his Cabinet picks and some facts on the ground.
The recent election of Donald Trump as the next President of the USA caused a headache to Middle East analysts due to his
blurry agenda concerning Iraq and the region in general. During the campaign, Trump had little to say about foreign policy
other than lambasting the current US government about its errors and failures. It is still not clear whether the 45th President
will follow an isolationist path and opt to further disengage the USA from the turbulent Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region or whether he will choose a more George W. Bush-style interventionist approach. His effort to appeal to all sides led
him to contradictory remarks on his foreign policy agenda. Donald Trump insisted that he was against the 2003 Operation
Iraqi Freedom in an effort to portray himself as a prescient foreign policy expert. However, Hillary Clinton asked the public
to simply google “Donald Trump Iraq” during the final presidential debate in order to prove her point that her opponent actually supported the invasion. It appears that both claims bear some truth since the next President had answered positively
in an interview in 2002, but expressed skepticism in another one a few months before the beginning of the Iraq War.1
In an attempt to decipher his intentions on the future US-Iraqi relations, Donald Trump’s conflicting statements offer
some hints. While he appears to be indifferent in further US involvement in Iraq, his statements on aggressive counterterrorism policies and oil indicate otherwise. The next President considers oil seizure in Iraq as a rightful spoil of war and a way
to reimburse his country for the military expanses it has made after the invasion.2 Taking the oil, even from currently Islamic
State-controlled areas of Iraq, entails various legal, moral, military, technical and strategic problems, which make such an operation almost impossible.3 Seizing civilian goods was a cruel practice during the colonial era that is prohibited nowadays by
the international law. Furthermore, it would require a massive military presence in Iraq to secure such an operation which
would be expensive and catastrophic for the US image in both the region and the world. After all, Iraq is ranked fifth of all
UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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the oil-rich countries and most of its reserves are located in IS-free areas. Technically, the only solution would be to pump
the oil which would take years since there is no fast and easy physical way of exploiting the reserves.
Donald Trump has promised that he will step up the fight against the Islamic State, but he has not presented a clear strategy against the terrorist group and a viable plan for Iraq’s future yet. The upcoming President will have to take quick decisions about Iraq after his nomination given the country’s critical status and its importance to US strategy in the region. Even
if Mosul gets liberated and the IS threat eliminated, Trump will have to fix Bush’s and Obama’s mistakes which intensified
the country’s ethno-sectarian splits and turned it into a mess. That would require a road map on how to deal with a dysfunctional state while negotiating with other interested parties, such as Iran, Turkey, the Kurds, Russia and Saudi Arabia.
Unfortunately, the next President’s few
public remarks and simplistic ideas on
Iraq leave little space for optimism.4
Donald Trump’s foreign policy guiding principle is supposed to be that he
will be willing to work with anybody to
fight terrorism.5 However, by castigating
the nuclear deal with Iran and promising a firmer stance against it, Trump
leaves little space for cooperation with
a key regional player. In addition, his
anti-Muslim rhetoric and negative
stance against Gulf-funded local groups
contradicts his intention to work with
the Gulf States against Iran. The next
President might find it hard to work
with Vladimir Putin against Islamists in
Syria and Iraq, as he has promised, since
the latter supports the Assad regime along with Tehran. Even if he made a major shift of the US foreign policy and supported
Assad against the Islamists, he would thus alienate his much-needed Turkish and Gulf allies. Trump will also have to address
Turkey’s aggressiveness against the Kurds who have proven themselves to be the most effective fighters against the IS so far.
Hence, it is clear that Donald Trump’s simplistic electoral ideas on the region would have no use in solving a real world’s complicated puzzle such as Iraq.6
Deciphering Trump’s strategy on Iraq is not an easy task but the profiles of the people he chooses for his government reveal some helpful information to solve this riddle. The future US President has been filling the top ranks of his national seUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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curity team with hardliners. His pick for Defense Secretary, Gen. James Mattis, has an impressive CV but also some equally
appalling hawkish views against Iran and Russia. The former Marine earned his nicknames, “Mad Dog” and “Warrior Monk,”
by his long military career, during which he participated in the First Gulf War, the 2003 invasion of Iraq, the 2004 battle of
Fallujah and the 2011 retreat, giving him a good knowledge of Iraq. The four-star General was forced into early retirement
by the Obama administration in 2013 due to his aggressive stance against Iran in an era during which the two sides were trying to reach a deal for the nuclear program. Furthermore, Trump has chosen Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn as his National Security
Adviser. Flynn has often expressed Islamophobic views based on conspiracy theories and appears to be ready to side with anyone, including the Russian President, in order to fight Islamic terrorism.7 Kathleen McFarland, a strong critic of Obama’s policy against IS and his nuclear deal with Iran, was named Deputy National Security Adviser.
The next President’s tendency to surround himself with military figures did not stop there since he picked another retired
Marine General, John Kelly, for the Department of Homeland Security, which deals with migration and terrorism cases.8 Kelly,
who served three times in Iraq between 2003 and 2008, is an additional anti-terrorism zealot in Trump’s team. He clashed
with the Obama administration over its plans to close the Guantanamo prison and advocated firmer anti-immigration policies. The loss of his son by the Taliban in Afghanistan adds a personal tragedy to his angry worldview. In addition, Trump nominated Mike Pompeo, a member of the Tea Party, for Director of the CIA. Pompeo is another hardliner on security issues and
a loud critic of the Iran deal. The identity of the new Secretary of State is still unknown, but it might provide further clues as
to how the new President will wield US power.
The announcement of the electoral results did not shock top-ranking officials in Iraq. Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi and
President Fuad Masum congratulated Trump after his election. They both pointed out that they look forward to implement
his anti-terrorism agenda as well as to cooperate closely with him to promote security and stability in the war-torn country.
President Obama’s decision to withdraw the vast majority of the American troops in 2011 and the following IS outbreak had
disappointed some members of the Iraqi ruling elite, who perceive Donald Trump as a potentially closer and more aggressive ally.9 According to Trump, the US forces should have stayed in Iraq to prevent the rise of IS and minimize Iran’s influence. However, the next President of the US has offered nothing more than a few bombastic slogans about eliminating the
local terrorists without presenting any substantial plan on how he would actually implement it. His handling of the Iranian
influence as well as his intentions on the Turkish and Saudi aspirations in Iraq are still a mystery. There is still no clear sign
on whether Iraq will remain unified or it will be partitioned during the Trump presidency. However, Donald Trump’s hints
that he will follow a more realpolitik approach in order to stabilize the region along with his strongman profile gained him
some high-ranking admirers in Iraq and the region in general.10 In any case, Iraq should sit tight and get ready for a long ride
to the unknown.
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Iraq and external players:
Turkey
Melanthi Loucaidou

The bilateral relations between Turkey and Iraq evolved through different eras in recent history. From a historical
point of view, Iraq’s past as part of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey’s National Pact in the 1920s and the US invasion
against Iraq in 2003, could be considered as factors that carved out the foreign policy and domestic issues of these
countries. From a geographical perspective, the strong presence of the Kurdish population in the area, the Turkmen
minority, as well as the Sunni and the Shiite population, ended up being significant players used both by Turkey and
Iraq. Lastly, geopolitically, issues such as the Kurdistan Regional Government and Turkey’s zero problems diplomatic policy must be taken into account.
A historical point of view
Following the end of World War I, the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, the end of the separation of the Iraqi territory into
three ottoman provinces (Basra, Baghdad, Mosul), and the armistice of Mudros of 1918 pushed to the forefront the borders
problem and the Mosul question as the first essential issues between Turkey and Iraq. During the negotiations of the Lausanne Treaty (1922-1923) and afterwards, Ankara was claiming that Mosul and Kirkuk belonged to the Turkish state, both
demographically and historically. Incidentally, one should point out the timelessness of the dispute when juxtaposed with Erdogan’s intense rhetoric about the city’s future. The Mosul case was put to rest with the League of Nations’ final resolution
plan of 1926; Mosul was given to the Iraqi state, although the latter had the obligation to pay 10% of the city’s oil fields production to Ankara for twenty-five years. Different types of Turkish-Iraqi conflicts, which often included Syria, had occurred
between the 1970s and the 1980s and were related to the water issue of the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers.
Nevertheless, both Turkey and Iraq signed the “Border Security and Cooperation Treaty” of February 1985, which provided Turkey with the opportunity to perform military operations against the PKK in northern Iraq. Furthermore, Iraq was
Turkey’s leading trading partner during the 1990s and the 2000s: the Turkish Mediterranean port of Ceyhan received oil from
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Iraq’s northern fields; several private Turk companies invested especially in the Iraqi oil industry; and a “Memorandum of Understanding” was signed in 2007 becoming the prime example of their sharing partnership.
In the aftermath of the fall of Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi Shiite leaders have had fluctuating attitudes towards Turkey. On
the one hand, the discontent originated from the frequent Turkish incursions into northern Iraq, with Turkey being considered as a Sunni neighbor attempting to assert its dominance in the region. On the other hand, Ankara, started to persuade
the Iraqi Sunnis to engage with their country’s politics.1 Hence, even though trade and business collaboration continued to
exist, the religious and political disagreements were beginning to show their significance.
What the US-led invasion changed in Iraq
The US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, coupled with the Turkish refusal for use of the Incirlik base, marked the start of a change
in the Turkish-Iraqi relations. The Iraq war was the strongest test for the US-Turkey relationship, since the end of the Cold
war. It followed the elections of a new Turkish government in November 2002, led by the Justice and Development Party
(AKP).2 In broad terms, the US and its allies restructured the system of governance in Iraq, uncovering, among other issues,
the Iraqi Kurds’ willingness to cooperate with the US against Saddam Hussein.
Additionally, apart from the border instability, the fear of Kurdish separatism was considered a direct threat to Turkey’s
security. The US-led invasion put an end to Ankara’s conflict with the PKK in northern Iraq’s mountains. As a result, the KRG
and Washington would be charged with curtailing the PKK’s activities in Iraq. The Kurdistan Regional Government used the
umbrella provided by the US presence to increase its own strength and legitimacy.3
Turkey-KRG relations: An occasional connection or a long-term strategy?
The regional instability unleashed by the “Arab Spring”, as well as the Iranian influence in the southeastern borders of Turkey,
are two fundamental factors that formulated Turkey’s foreign policy. Primarily, Ankara tried to balance the Iranian leverage
in Iraq and opposed Baghdad’s centralizing tendencies.4 Simultaneously, Ankara, as a supporter of the Sunni Arabs rebel
groups in Syria (specifically the Free Syrian Army), was at odds with the Bashar al-Assad regime’s Iranian support. Turkey was
seeing an Iranian-led Shiite axis being created, and was in need of allies: Besides Massud Barzani, an Iraqi Kurdish politician,
leader of the Kurdistan Democratic Party, since 1979, and President of the KRG since 2005, Ankara used the Iraqi Sunni population, and the Turkmen minority. The latter were the third-largest ethnic group in Iraq, after the Arabs and the Kurds,
which speaks a Turkish dialect and has very close relations with Turkey. It should be taken into consideration that the AnkaraErbil current shared synergy has had grave ramifications for the Turkmen of Kirkuk. “For Turkey, the economic politics come
first, Sunni politics come second and we are third”, Sami Kolsuz, a senior figure in the Turkmen Hak Party, said.5
Barzani is Ankara’s principal ally in Iraq.6 Beyond the close economic and energy relations, Barzani not only provides a
foothold for the Turkish military presence in Iraq, but he also provides a degree of legitimacy for it.7 In the recent past, his
KD Party rejected a resolution from the anti-Turkish parties in the Kurdish Regional Parliament which called for Turkey to
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withdraw its forces from Iraq. Similarly, Barzani called the PKK to end its armed strife and to start a dialogue with the Turkish government. Furthermore, the KRG offered Turkish companies various enticements, such as the construction of the Erbil
and the Sulaymaniyah airports and promoted the signing of major agreements between Turkish and foreign oil companies
(e.g. Exxon-Mobil, Total). Six airlines fly routes between Turkey and the KRG. By 2013, thanks to $8 billion in Turkish exports,
the KRG had risen to become Turkey’s third largest export market.8 Meanwhile, all these developments between Ankara and
Erbil have strained Turkish-Iraqi relations. The Iraqi
government of Haider al-Abadi sees Turkey’s direct
dialogue and dealings with Erbil as an affront to its
authority. During Nouri al-Maliki’s term, Erdogan
and Barzani appeared to be joining forces in an attempt to remove the former Iraqi leader from power.9
In regard to the matter of the Turkmen, Ankara
was always trying to encourage Kirkuk’s (the
“Jerusalem of the Kurds”, as Talabani called the city10)
Turkmen population to act as a blocking mechanism
to Kurdish aspirations. The Iraqi Turkmen minority–
heavily concentrated in northern Iraq – has supported Turkey in its fight against the Kurdish rebels.
In the past, the Turkish Intelligence Service (MIT)
created and backed a number of shadow militant
groups in order to limit Kurdish influence. Additionally, Turkish Special Forces have been involved in
training Turkmen soldiers.11
Substantial questions on Turkish foreign policy agenda
It is highly probable that as long as Ankara remains in conflict with the Kurds in Turkey and in Syria, in order to impede the
connection of the Kurdish cantons in Rojava, it will be concerned about the Kurdish role in Iraq as well. The Turkish government does not take a dim view of the Iranian-backed Shiite front which could block its influence in the south. Concurrently, it seems worried about the idea of Kurdish independence which it considers it to be detrimental to its national integrity
and security. A short time ago, perhaps one of the most determining turning points in Turkish-Kurdish relations was the end
of the Turkey-PKK forces ceasefire. In the summer of 2015, the pro-Kurdish People’s Democratic Party entered the Turkish
Parliament for the first time in history, resulting in the end of the peace talks with imprisoned PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan.
On the one hand, Erdogan’s government claims that the PKK represents as big a threat as the ISIL group while, on the other
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hand, the Kurds suspect that Ankara is using its expanded role in the US-led offensive against the Islamic State to crush Kurdish fighters and politicians.12
The “Strategic Depth” of former Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu was setting Ankara up as not only the protector of the Sunni population in Iraq and beyond, but also let the government be increasingly focused on its neighbors with a
self-declared goal of becoming a dominant and stabilizing force.13 The official slogan of this policy was “zero problems with
neighbors”. It prompted Ankara to rapidly develop relations with Syria, the KRG, Iran, Russia, and other countries. However, in a region suffering from political antagonisms, religious and sectarian conflicts, the AKP’s aspirations were promptly
put to the test. Soon, zero friends replaced the zero problems’ slogan, with the AKP having to deal with Israel, Syria, Iraq,
Lebanon, Egypt and Libya questioning its policy. The Turkey-KRG connection could be considered as a remnant of the abovementioned endeavor, which offers Ankara the opportunity to maintain and solidify its sway over the future of Iraq.14 At this
point, it must be added that Turkey buckled down to support the Sunni population in the region for its own ambitions. The
AKP not only provided military guidance to a number of Sunni groups against the Bagdad and Damascus regimes, but it also
hazarded to convince these groups to take part in domestic policies. Turkey self-promoted as the protector of Sunnis in an
area where a worrisome for its interests axis backed by regional rivals, such as Iran, could exist and thrive.
To sum up, examining the Turkish-Iraqi relations must touch upon: the historic background that permits nowadays Turkey
to refer to its National Pact and its alleged rights in the Iraqi territory; the US-led invasion which established a new status
quo in Iraq; the reemergence of the Kurdish population; the AKP’s aborted attempt to eliminate neighboring problems with
its neighbors; and Ankara’s alacrity to become the protector of Sunnis in Iraq by impelling them to engage with Iraqi politics. Turkey aimed for close relations with the KRG in order to prevent the PKK forces from establishing in and around Sinjar, the same way rebels have done in the Qandil Mountains. This is the reason why Ankara keeps troops in Bashiqa and
demands to be at the negotiating table which will determine Mosul’s future. Nonetheless, the traditional Turkish diplomacy
presents a number of issues to be addressed at once, effectively creating credible threats. The Turkish military presence in
Bashiqa and the Ankara-Erbil connection have damaged the Turkish-Iraqi relationship. For Baghdad, these incidents consist
of a clear violation of its national sovereignty. In conclusion, the future of the bilateral relations will be defined not only by
the fight against ISIL, but also by the role played by the Kurds in the forthcoming altered Middle East.
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Shia in Iraq: Consolidating power in a
shifting environment
Costas Faropoulos

Shia in Iraq are currently facing challenges that could either reaffirm their hold on power or question their authority.
The Mosul offensive and the eminent defeat of the Islamic State creates an unstable environment, where all the players in the country, Shiites, Sunnis and Kurds will attempt to work to their advantage. Attempts by the Shiite government to rationalise its administration, fight corruption, and reconcile opposing factions in the country, even
with the support of Iran, may prove to be an impossible task. Nonetheless, it might be a rare opportunity for Iraq
to come together instead of plunging into civil war again.

Post-2003 Iraq has been through fire and stone. The sectarian politics that the Shiite majority imposed have left their mark
on the country. At the same time, attempts at democratic governing have proven to be, to say the least, problematic. The Shiite government imbued with sectarian animosity and a sense of entitlement, deriving from the persecutions Shiites faced
during the Saddam Hussein years, has created a sect-centric state, which systematically has discriminated against its Sunni
minority. The climax of this policy was the sectarian war of 2006-8 that ripped through the country. The chaos it sank the
country in, facilitated the rise of the Islamic State and has left the country wounded. Despite minor efforts in recent years by
the Iraqi government to improve relations between the communities in the country and ease sectarian tensions, frustration
with the current state of affairs in the country is very high.
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi’s government faces a series of challenges in the upcoming months, which will severely
test his administration’s ability to cope with the new facts on the ground. The most important one is the aftermath of the
Mosul offensive. The expectation that the Islamic State (IS) will decidedly be defeated on Iraqi ground has created various scenarios about the post-IS era in Iraq. There are fears, among Sunnis, that after IS‘s defeat, the Shiites will return to acts of violence against them and to policies of discrimination. The Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF), a mainly Shiite umbrella
organization, comprised of some 40 Shiite militias, including a few Sunni, Christian and Yezidi ones, which was formed to fight
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IS, have been recently involved in the Mosul offensive by opening a new front west of the city, despite Sunni reservations about
its involvement. The main argument against it was the protection of the city’s mostly Sunni population, which in itself is indicative of the deep mistrust between the Shia and Sunni communities in the country. Statements by PMF’s deputy chief
commander Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis that “after the defeat, PMF will continue to exist, will combat terrorism and defend Iraq
against any threat”1 can only exacerbate Sunni fears of what is to come. Moreover, on the 26th of November, the Iraqi parliament passed a law that legalizes PMF, by incorporating it, if even just for show, to the Iraqi army.2 The Sunni opposition
objected fiercely to the proposed bill, but it was voted on by all Shia blocs in the parliament. Turning PMF from a paramilitary organization to a part of the country’s tactical forces, even if under the wing of the Iraqi Army Command, is only natural to prompt fears of its role in an IS-free Iraq.
Another challenge the Shiite government needs urgently to deal with is the rampant corruption of the Iraqi administration, spreading from the higher echelons of power to the middle and lower levels of governance. The inefficiency of the government has brought about disillusionment to the Iraqi people transcending sectarian identities. Iraq was ranked at 161 out
of 168 countries in Transparency International’s 2015 Corruption Perceptions Index.3 Even Sayyed Ali Hosseini Sistani, the
spiritual leader of the Iraqi Shia Muslims, has touched upon the subject through his representative. On a speech Sistani wrote
himself, Sayid Ahmed al-Safi has commented that “once the laws are not respected, corruption is spread on earth, and those
who have violated the laws are cursed”.4 Government officials involved in bribery, smaller or larger scams, as well as a tradition of nepotism, comprise a nexus of corruption that has become a normality.
Abadi has made some rather lukewarm attempts at addressing the issue of corruption since his inauguration as prime minister of Iraq in 2014 after Maliki’s fall, with little success. Last April, he tried to reshuffle the deck, and form a new technocratic government that could potentially tackle the corruption in the government. On three occasions, he tried to have the
new cabinet approved by the parliament, and he failed thrice, as even members of his own ruling coalition objected to the
proposal.5 The political system in Iraq is heavily influenced by sectarian relationships, which are reflected in parliament, as
well as through the quota system of representation. Thus, attempts at reorganizing the government or even transgressing the
political norms, as they were formed after 2003, collide with the genuine mistrust among political parties of different denominations.
The upcoming provincial elections of 2017 may prove to be a good opportunity for the Shia political bloc to consolidate
its power in the country. The poor performance of the Abadi administration and Maliki’s before him, have prompted fears
in the Shia community that a bad result may challenge their hold on power. Therefore, Shia parties have begun, earlier this
year, talks on strengthening their coalition, i.e. the National Alliance. This is an umbrella organization that includes most of
the major Shia political parties, such as the Dawa party, the Supreme Council, the State of Law coalition, and several other
smaller parties. It currently holds 185 seats out of 328 in the Iraqi parliament, and is, by far, the strongest political coalition
in the country. In September, the National Alliance announced the election of Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Islamic Supreme
Council, as the new president of the National Alliance. Internal strife among members of the coalition have existed ever since
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its establishment, and Hakim’s appointment aims at defusing these intra-Shia tensions and at reorganizing the movement,
especially ahead of the 2017 elections.6
An important factor in strengthening the coalition has been the recent return of the Sadrist movement to the National Alliance, which it has been boycotting since April. Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr is considered at the moment by many as the most
prominent political figure in the country, in terms of influence and political maneuvering. Sadr, in the first years after 2003,
formed a Shiite militia, the Mahdi Army, and followed an extreme sectarian policy towards Sunnis, and was accused of war
crimes against them. After his defeat by Maliki in the battle of Basra in 2008, he left for Iran, and returned to Iraq in 2011. Since
then, he has moved away from sectarian politics and adopted a much broader nationalistic rhetoric, trying to express an Iraqi
nationalistic narrative, to which Iraqis, Sunni and Shia could relate. Sadr even tried to put some distance between Iran and
him, in order to demonstrate precisely the nationalistic fervor he
promotes.7 He created the Sadrist
Movement, a religious and populist movement and adopted a
non-violent stance, showing a deep
understanding of the shifting dynamics in the Iraqi society. According to Patrick Cockburn, “Muqtada
has clearly enhanced his status by
adopting a populist, non-sectarian
stance at a time when Iraqis are peculiarly conscious of the corrupt
and dysfunctional nature of their
government”.8 In a show of power,
in April of 2016, and after the third
failed attempt by Abadi to form a new government, Sadr, along with 100.000 of his followers, stormed the parliament in
protest for the stagnation of the Iraqi government. Surprisingly, this move was made in order to support Abadi’s efforts, and
especially his desire to change the quota system, and not in order to undermine him.9
Iran’s role in this reconciliation process among the Shia powers in the country has been decisive. Iran has actively pushed
for the rapprochement among prominent figures of the Shia bloc, specifically Maliki and Sadr. In October 23, there was an
announcement by Maliki’s party that Iran was trying to bring the two of them together. Signs of their rapprochement had
been evident recently, when their two political blocs in parliament, Sadr’s Al-Ahrar and Maliki’s State of Law coalition, united
in an attempt to oust parliament speaker Salim al-Jabouri.10 Iran wants to keep the Shiite bloc united for several reasons.
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Foremost, it needs to maintain a high level of Shiite unity ahead of the defeat of IS. The effects of IS’s collapse will require a
stable and alert Shia leadership, steered away from internal strife. Furthermore, within a fragmented and ineffective political landscape, with growing dissatisfaction among people in the country, the upcoming elections become crucial for the
power relations in the country, and the political dominance of Shia in Iraq.
Notwithstanding Iran’s interests, attempts at a wider national reconciliation have been made. On October 31, the National Alliance announced its “Historical Settlement” document being drafted. Its goal is to reach eventually “a national settlement that would result in a historical Iraqi reconciliation”. According to Ammar al-Hakim “the relationship between the
Sunnis and Shiites in Iraq is almost mature and on the right track. All parties have started letting go of their illusions and fears.
This relationship is at a very advanced stage and we will move forward from here on out”.11
While attempts at reconciliating the Iraqi society are made, it is not an easy task. Sectarianism has defined post-2003 Iraq
and cannot be so easily circumvented. Today, Sunni representation in government and in the state apparatus is underwhelming, at best. On the contrary, Shia dominance over the state and security mechanisms remains undisputed. Although
a national reconciliation would be ideal for a post-IS Iraq, what remains to be seen, in essence, is whether, after IS’s defeat,
the non-violent rhetoric can truly prevail over sectarian politics, or if Iraq will slip once again into a sectarian war.
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Christians in Iraq:
From Saddam’s “golden age”
to the verge of disappearance
Charalampos Tsitsopoulos

Christians in today’s Iraq lead a precarious existence. While it is true that their situation has never been ideal, it
is now clear they fared better under Saddam Hussein. The pact was quite simple: in exchange for their silence and
shying away from politics, Christians were free to practice their religion. The intervention of a coalition of western forces in Iraq in 2003, the de-Baathification campaign and the resultant turmoil unleashed an Islamic sectarian war that made easy scapegoats of Christians. Current estimates put Iraqi Christians at 200,000-250,000, from
an initial population of 1,5 million. With limited military capabilities, weak political institutions and divided loyalties, their struggle is bound to be an uphill one.
Background: Christians, the Iraqi Constitution and the changing landscape
The status, rights and freedoms of Christians in Iraq are ambiguous to say the least. Article 2 of the Iraqi Constitution stipulates that Islam is the official religion of the state and a foundation source of legislation. While guaranteeing the Islamic identity of the majority of the Iraqi people, the Constitution claims to guarantee “the full religious right to freedom of belief and
practice of all”1. Christians in the Constitution are only mentioned by name once, in the context of those freedoms.
While on paper the Constitution looks democratic and egalitarian, reality is slightly different. As well known, the Iraqi Constitution of 2005 was drafted at the behest of the coalition forces. Its basic contradiction lies in the fact that it attempted to
instil ideas of equality for all, freedom of religion and other democratic rights precisely at the time when political dynamics
in the country were being so shaken that any talk of democratization reeked of ingenuousness. Indeed, the persecution of
Christians began right after the invasion and was in part the product of a contradictory coalition policy: while grandiloUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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quently calling for religious tolerance, the forces unleashed by the invasion and occupation of the country militated against
it. U.S. forces took a “hands-off policy”2 for all religious sites, which in practice meant hanging Christians out to dry and Muslims attacking each other. In the BBC’s 2015 documentary, “Kill the Christians”, a meagre Peshmerga force can be seen guarding St. Mathews Monastery, one of the oldest Christian edifices. Whether due to naivety or indifference, the coalition forces’
‘de-baathification’ scheme failed to calculate that shaking the foundations of the delicate religious and ethnic balance of Iraq
could hardly limit the struggle to the Sunni-Shia rift. More often than not, attacks on Christians have been justified in terms
of the latter being inherently aligned with the West.3
Saddam and the coalition intervention
The Christians of Iraq are today one of the world’s most harshly persecuted minorities, faring worse only than their brethren
in North Korea.4 Although this is a region-wide trend, owing to a number of factors, it would be wrong to overlook the particular context which allowed anti-Christian sentiments to flourish. Indeed, under Saddam Hussein the Christians stuck to a
very simple pact: in exchange for being left alone,5 they shied away from any kind of politics. They were free to build churches,
worship and speak Aramaic.6 On a symbolic level, Saddam Hussein’s right-hand man, Tariq Aziz, was a Christian. Yet, “this
amounted to nothing”, since “Aziz did nothing for the Christian cause”, as suggested by Ms. Pascal Warda, former Minister
for Immigration and Refugees during Iraq’s Interim Government and currently, President of the Hammurabi Human Rights
Organization in Iraq. For Ms. Warda, Aziz was seen by many Iraqi Christians as someone who went to great lengths to justify the imprisonment and subjection to the death penalty of many Christians by President Hussein’s regime, between 19841988. The razing of 180 Christian villages in the north was met with the same silence.7 With the benefit of hindsight, Christians
who look back upon this era go so far as to call it their “golden era”.8 But this sanguineness is negatively defined: Christians
nowadays cherish the evils that didn’t befall them under the Baath, rather than the freedoms they veritably enjoyed.
The dynamics are not too dissimilar to those of Syria under Bashar Al-Assad a nd Egypt under Hosni Mubarak. What
makes Iraq different was the US intervention and the subsequent empowerment of the Shias; Iraq’s De-Baathification and
the concomitant Shia-Sunni power struggle encouraged sectarian chauvinism, which, unable to constrain itself to the Muslim domain, sought outlets anywhere it could find them. Since ISIS overran Mosul in June 2014, Christians have been raped,
tortured, murdered, crucified and expelled.9
Christian politics in today’s Iraq
Christian participation in Iraqi politics under Saddam was a contradiction in terms. At the level of official institutions, things
got slightly better following the new reality brought about by the coalition forces. In the 2005 general election Assyrian political parties were allowed to run for the first time (except the KRG region, where they first participated in the region’s first
election of 1992), with 6 Assyrians being elected in Iraq’s Parliament. At the same time, 5 Assyrians made it into Iraqi Kurdistan’s parliament in the respective elections of the same year. Today, Christians enjoy allotted quotas in both parliaments:
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5 in Iraq’s Parliament and 6 in Iraqi Kurdistan. Nevertheless, according to Ms. Warda, these seats are nothing more than a
smokescreen, a hollow gesture by Iraq’s authorities to affirm Iraq’s diversity and all-inclusive politics. In reality, most Christian candidates have been running with the big lists; she adds that they are subjected to a form of self-censorship, whereby
they eschew outspokenness on major Christian issues in exchange for maintaining their positions.
Yet, as has always been the case, the status of Christian politics is defined more as a matter of volition than one of official
institutions. A recent law passed by the Iraqi
Parliament encapsulates Iraqi politics’ deadends in the most eloquent manner: the law
banned the production, import and sale of alcohol. Christians, some of whom make a living off
the alcohol trade, cited Article 2 of the Constitution, which affirms the rights of all individuals
to freedom of religious belief and practice. But
Ammar Toma, a Shia MP, justified his support
of the ban by citing the same Constitution,
which affirms that no law contradicting the established provisions of Islam may be established.10 At the same time, officials in KRG
asserted that the ban would not affect their region, calling on the country’s federal government to focus on “real problems”.11 Even though, in Iraqi Kurdistan, Christians
are not facing any institutional problems in alcohol trading, with reactions only coming from the societal level, they are facing other significant problems. Since 2011, the rise of religious extremism in the Kurdish community has led to violent attacks
on Christians in Iraqi Kurdistan too.12 Christians often complain of limited access to the job market and public jobs, as well
as of encroachments on their lands13. Most recently, they have been complaining of attacks and seizures mainly in the
provinces of Dohuk and Erbil. In the former, 47,000 acres are estimated to have been seized in 56 Christian villages.14
Finally, Iraqi Christians too have been bedevilled by the plague of internal division and polarization: some view the federal government as the only potential guarantor of their well-being. Others look up to the KRG for protection, pointing to historic ties and affinity shared by Christians and Kurds due to their precarious status. In fact, an increasing number of Iraqi
Christians call for the establishment of an autonomous province in the Nineveh plains, their historic homeland, which is not
ruled out by either the KRG or the Federal Constitution.15 This polarization is reflected in strategic choices: the main Christian party, the Assyrian Democratic Movement (ADM), maintains its own militia and doesn’t seek cooperation with the Peshmerga, of whose agenda it’s wary. Their main competitors, the Chaldean-Syriac-Assyrian Popular Council and the Assyrian
Patriotic Party (APP) are both on much better terms with the KRG.
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What future for Iraq’s Christians?
Minorities in the Middle East are facing a bleak future and Iraqi Christians are no exception. Around the region, the Arab
Spring has –inter alia- generated forces inimical to secularization, democratic pluralism and the rise of human rights as an
overarching principle of political organization; notions that the Christians in the Middle East view as the only way to ensure
their survival.
Current dynamics are not in the Christians’ favor. The outcome of the turmoil shaking the region is far from clear. With
any talk of foreign intervention smacking of duplicity, Christians face a lonely path. The overcoming of internal divisions and
polarization looks like a necessary step towards improved communal organization. As Ms. Warda points out, the plight of the
Christians can only be mitigated if a two-fold policy is set in motion: administrative reorganization in parallel with security
guarantees for the Christians. The former entails a rigorous application of Article 125 of the Iraqi Constitution, which will give
true meaning to the clause stipulating that any community is entitled to organize itself administratively and culturally. For
Ms. Warda, this should amount to nothing short of the establishment of a cantonal system of self-administration.
If this is followed by an end to the bloodshed in Syria and Iraq, the still nascent process of international talks regarding
the two countries could morph into more tangible policies for the stabilization and further democratization of Iraq’s politics.
Only through the latter can the inclusion of all of its components into the body politic become possible.
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Restoring distrust and
institutionalizing pluralism
in Iraq
Evangelia Kardasi

Iraq is home to an amalgam of different ethnic and religious groups, such as Sunnis, Shias, Kurds, Christians, Baha’i, African Iraqis, Jewish, Kaka’, Kawliyah, Mandaeans, Shabaks, Turkmens, Yazidis, Assyrians, Armenians and
Chaldeans. Nevertheless, the sectarian violence, the power struggle between the Arab sects, and the Kurdish-Arab
conflict has planted the seed of distrust and hate. The chaos in Iraq may only be addressed through political participation of all the components and through a process of decentralization that fosters pluralism.
Iraq’s history has always been marked by diversity. Today, Iraq is one of the most sectarian states in the Arab world.1 Particularly, Saddam Hussein imposed a unification process characterized by coercive integration. In order to stabilize and establish his power, after two failed wars with Iran and Kuwait and their disastrous economic consequences, Saddam carried out
an “arabization” program, which had sectarian homogenizing impulses.2 Saddam’s extensive violence signaled sectarian hate
and extremism, as people became distrustful not only vis-à-vis the state, but also between them. Even though Saddam’s
regime was characterized as one of the most tyrannical in recent history,3 in 2003 the flame turned into fire, as the Shia came
into power, under the auspices of the US. In an effort to uproot the Sunnis and to prevent them to come back to power,4 the
Shia government tried to monopolize control and implement the “de-baathization” policy, thus continuing the sectarian policy and marginalizing components of the society. Consequently, they provoked even deeper chaos instead of recalibrating the
situation.
Within this framework, after the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, the US established the Coalition Provisional Authority,
as the transitional Iraqi government, with the task to draft a new constitution in an attempt to fix the chaos in Iraq. During
the constitutional-making process, the US pressed for completing the draft in a short period of time, serving internal politiUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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cal reasons, without taking into account that the national consensus was not reached, as Sunni, feeling under-represented,
boycotted the draft. Thus, the 2005 Constitution not only is it not a fully inclusive legal document, but also it is not a fruit of
general consensus, as it does not reflect the Iraqi reality and by extension the Iraqi society. These inconsistencies rendered
the 2005 Constitution both ambiguous and ineffective in terms of ‘an enforceable legal document’.5
More specifically, the Constitution has many contradictions that hinder pluralism in various ways. First and foremost, article 2 states that Islamic religious law (sharia) is the source of legislation and no law can contradict it. Even though it recognizes the majority of the religious and ethnic components, it does not mention Baha’i and black Iraqis of African descent. On
the one hand, the constitution mentions various articles that allegedly secure the rights and liberties of all Iraqi citizens. In
fact, section two of the Constitution (articles 14 to 43), provides the equality of the citizens before the law, the ban of any type
of discrimination and imposes pluralism and respect to diversity as the fundamental principles of the state, as well as the political participation of all components.
On the other hand, the restrictions in the electoral law put many obstacles to the political participation of minorities. For
instance, any candidate must pay a fee of 50 million dinars in order to be considered eligible by the Independent High Electoral Commission, which puts a prohibitive financial burden on political parties of minorities that are incapable of paying such
an amount. In addition, the political parties’ law requires parties to pay registration fees up to 25 million dinars. All these provisions hinder minorities to occupy any parliament or local administration post. While there have been thousands of Internally Displaced People in Iraq since 2003, as the result of the sectarian violence, the electoral law does not provide the ability
of transferring the political rights in case of change of residence.
As far as the representation of minorities in the Parliament is concerned, the current electoral law (No.45/02.12.2013) divides Iraq into 18 constituencies that represent Iraq’s provinces, while the electoral law in 2005 considered the country as one
consistency. The aforementioned law imposes a certain quota, which every party or candidate has to achieve in order to enter
the Parliament. Also, it attributes only 8 seats out of the total 328 to minorities. This eliminates the possibilities of electing
the parties that represent them. This is why most of the political parties in Iraq demand a single electoral district per province
and the appointment of the seats to be proportional with the population,6 such as the Kurds who intend to gain additional
seats. Although an electoral law should translate the voters’ will into figures and results, it seems that the Iraqi political elites
are able to bend the political circumstances in order to stabilize their power.
Under these circumstances, the political parties of the minorities or some individuals decide to affiliate themselves with parties of the majority in order to increase their possibilities to address their issues and satisfy their demands. This happens with
the Christians’ minorities who support Kurdish parties, as they feel better represented in the KRG.7 In this context, many
parties preach for minority rights and pluralism, as a means to assure more votes and increase their popularity.8 Nevertheless, the minorities’ cause is not effectively represented.
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The lack of proper representation and the lack of rule of law generate tensions within the Iraqi society and have caused the
further disintegration of the Iraqi state. The Christians and the other components in the Nineveh plains are demanding for
an autonomous zone, as they believe this would ensure their security against discrimination and violence and empower their
political position. The autonomous zone will be across sectarian ethnic and/or religious lines, similar to the KRG, based on
Article 125 of the constitution. Nevertheless, the polarization between Erbil and Baghdad has spilled over the communities
themselves, as some components, among which are the Christian, Shabaks and Yazidi, would like an autonomous zone under
the rule of Baghdad while others under Erbil.
In an effort to prevent the disintegration
of Iraq and answer people’s demand for
less corruption and more political participation, Prime Minister Abadi announced
on August 12, 2015 the amendment of the
2005 Constitution. Instead, the reforms9
granted the Prime Minister more power
and further centralization of the state,
while they did not address the issue of
pluralism. Nevertheless, there have been
some positive efforts towards pluralism
by the Iraqi government, as it took the
initiative of restoring and constructing religious holy places of minorities, particularly in Southern Iraq, which aims to
spread the message of tolerance, cooperation and freedom across Iraq.10 At the
same time, there have been political suggestions to address the most important
issue of sectarian violence in Iraq, which
is the Sunni-Shia rift. More specifically, the Iraqi National Alliance’s (a Shia party) put forth a proposal known as the “Historic Settlement Document” on October 24, 2016.11 The document clearly states that the strength of Iraq is to bring all the
components together particularly on the political level by ensuring everyone’s participation, and settle the differences between
the Sunni-Shia and Kurdish- Arabs, which overshadow pluralism in the name of political dominance. It also calls for more
distribution of powers and decentralization and to liberate the quota system in order to establish a mature political system.
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Nevertheless, the realization of the proposal will need both time and political will to restore the trust between the components, as there are deep differences between the Shia and the Sunni either because of the religious dogmatic differences or
the struggle for political dominance.
In a polarized and divided Iraq, decentralization and a more federal system with autonomous zones seems to be a viable
solution in order for the different components to live in peace, because it gives them the opportunity and the power to handle their own issues. The state, in order to survive, has to reject the notion of a centralized form of governance.12 The lack of
legitimization of the governments’ institutions, as they are considered to be Shia-controlled, makes the voices for autonomy
stronger. It is not a coincidence that the already autonomous Kurdish zone is the most stable and prosperous region. Also,
offering autonomy does not mean deconstructing the state, but stabilizing it, as the characteristic example of the transformation of a totally sectarian state of Bosnia into a peaceful and coherent state proves.
In all, the distrust and fear that dominate the hearts and minds of the Iraqis is not only related to past experiences but also
to the on-going violence. The one community mistrusts the other and wants its marginalization, but in the end, all of them
drive the state into chaos and violence, so extremism finds fertile ground. Thus, maybe, the easiest thing to understand about
Iraq is the hardest: rebuilding the social trust between the components of Iraqis is the only way to save the country. The war
against IS has unified all the military forces (the regular Iraqi army, the Peshmerga and the militias); it may be a brilliant opportunity to turn a new page and give a better future through cooperation among all the components of the state.
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Iraq’s new government:
The rifle recoiled from national reconciliation
settlements to cabinet reshuffles
Maria Tare

Across many lands of modern Middle East, a sad truth prevails: bad governance and paternalist policies have produced societies fragile to fracture anytime over ethno-sectarian lines.
The year of 2016 proved to be a very critical one for the Iraqi people. Not only did they face the atrocities of ISIL in their homeland, but they were also involved into “fighting a war” within their system of representatives. To grasp the essence of the
above, one needs first to have a glance at the political framework delivered after the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime in combination to the political system that was forged during the US occupation authority.
Since the introduction of the transitional government in 2005, Da’wa, a Shia party, took the reins of prime ministership.
This decision came as a compromise between the once two prominent Shia groups, the Muqtada al-Sadr movement and the
Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, led by Hakim family. In order to secure unity within the Shia alliance, a Da’wa member –
since it was then the smallest group amongst the three—was to be appointed as prime minister.1
These calculations brought Nouri al-Maliki in 2006 at the forefront. His two first years in office though appeared largely
futile. It was only after his winning operation in Basra in 2008 against Sadr’s militia, that the political scene in Iraq took a radical shift due to Maliki’s centralizing and authoritarian actions. Using the immensely powerful patronage available to him as
prime minister and chief executive, he filled key senior’s positions in military and administration with his loyalists, thereby
solidifying a kind of “shadow state”.2 Under this context, Maliki concluded that his political survival required a bloc of loyalties answering only to him, rather than a deal between other Shia political parties, let alone Arab Sunni coalitions, particularly after a series of targeting Sunni leaders and correlating them with terrorist attacks in the light of his divide and rule
policy.
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In a decisive step towards this establishment and in an attempt to distance himself from the broader Shia community, he
formed in 2009 the “State of Law Coalition”. Maliki managed to consolidate new political alliances, including some of the most
radical Shia groups, such as Asaib Ahl al-Haq—broken away from Sadrist Movement—and Badr Organization, which split
from Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq.3 The State of Law Coalition emerged victorious both in 2009 provincial elections and
the national elections of 2010.
Maliki’s aggressive approach and domineering tendencies, however, ousted him out of power in the 2014 national elections. A fair amount of Shia intercommunal representatives colluded to counter the threat of a third Maliki term in power.
Da’wa and other State of Law leaders proposed a new candidate: Haider al-Abadi. The present Iraqi Prime Minister was assigned to be the head of the new government by the parliament in September 2014. Abadi rose into power by adopting a less
confrontational discourse, in an attempt to utilize national reconciliation plans as the glue which could bind Iraqi people and
abolish any ethno- sectarian divides, deeply worsened during Maliki’s governance. Conjoin the Iraqi communities though was
not the only objective; reconstruction of the state institutions in order to achieve a decentralized and inclusive way of governing was also of a highly priority.
The ambitious, yet aspiring plans of national reconciliation and state reformation were hailed initially by both internal and
externals factors; Abadi benefited from Iraq’s most powerful religious authority and his support: Shia cleric Ayatollah Ali alSistani. Other Shia religious authorities and political groups to walk this path were detected throughout the Sadr Movement
and Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq. Last but not least, most of Kurdish and Sunni parties endorsed Abadi’s governance as
well.
External support to the new government was mostly gained after the fall of Mosul to ISIL in June 2014. Before that, both
US and Iranian embassies were strangely “speaking with one voice” granting Nouri al-Maliki their unconditional support.4
The United States nonetheless, concluded that it was Maliki’s exclusion of power-sharing policies and his sectarian narrative
to have driven many Sunnis towards extremism. To this perception, a less divisive Prime Minister as Abadi was equivalent
to more political stability—a key factor—in hopes of defeating ISIL. Moreover, Iran, a significant ally to Iraq’s former Prime
Minister, had eventually to withdraw its support in order to achieve the much-needed political stability.
Taken together , Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi was put under mounting pressure in order to implement decisive measures against rampant corruption within his state officials. Being though, a vital part of Islamic Da’wa Party since 1967 and the
successor of Nouri al-Maliki, Abadi should have known better. Shia parties, particularly the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq
and Da’wa, once returned from exile, promoted a discourse that emphasized on majority rule.5 This political process cultivated a sectarian apparatus and political bloc-affiliated personalities became stronger than institutions.6
For as much as considered and being inadequate to deliver to what was promised, Iraqis flooded the streets of Baghdad
and other major cities with anti-government protests, while the Prime Minister was calling for “a radical cabinet reshuffle’’
including of professionals, technocrats and academics. Shia leader Muqtada al-Sadr and his powerful Sadrist Movement, in
addition to Iraq's most prominent Shia spiritual leader, Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, sustained their primal position in emboldenUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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ing Abadi. The Shia religious authority, with his decision, manifested that spiritual power can grow into political action when
necessary. On the contrary, backing Abadi to this decision was not an option for his electoral bloc—State of Law—where intercommunal rivalry was intensified and all at once, hence Abadi was alienated.
Abadi’s reform package also failed in a direct way to placate the Sunnis. In fact, the removal of Osama al-Nuajaifi—former vice president—just deepened their apparent unbridgeable gap. Nuajaifi however, proceeded to unifying Sunnis under
his leadership even though he was ousted of governmental institutions. An initiative already taken in the past, quite successfully undoubtedly, when leading the largest Sunni electoral bloc, al-Muttahidoon during the 2014 elections and obtaining 23 seats.
Distrust, however, among the Shia-dominated government cultivated this zero-sum mentality where Arab Sunnis fear
Tehran’s influence in Iraq and Shias accuse Sunnis of merging or not attempting to combat the Islamic State. Since Mosul,
they fear that “de-ISification” is eventually going to turn against them, even worse than the de-Baathification after the Saddam fall.7
The most important issue undoubtedly for Arab Sunnis lies with what kind of representation they are getting. A significant majority of Sunni communities in Mosul
or Diyala provinces whatsoever, feel like they
are not being represented at all because the
politician in the center have little or any influence among those Arab Sunni communities.
Countries in the region, especially those of the
Gulf, who have excellent relations with the
Arab Sunnis of Iraq can identify, legitimize,
and bring to the surface more credible leaders.8
The current Arab Sunni leadership has
failed to secure a reasonable share of power in
the context of a federal Iraq. More than other
communities, who consolidate their identity in
a series of different cultural bias, Iraq’s Arab Sunni community is indeed in great demand of a new leadership. Such a leadership could find fertile ground in shaping the future only if it proposes a project in which Iraq is taken as a whole.9
Nevertheless, if we were to address a winner to this conflict of interests, that would be Muqtada al-Sadr. Opposed to
other Shia groups, who have had difficulty in establishing themselves among social sectors, the Sadrist movement has always
been able to garner a more ideological equipped social base incorporating working-class people throughout Iraq's Shia-populated cities as well as a vast majority of unemployed youngsters. The occupation of the heavily fortified Green Zone on April
2016 by his supporters was a crucial proof of the statement above.10
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Archaeology in Iraq:
Between destruction,
nationalism and imperialism
Charitini Petrodaskalaki

The last decade or so of conflicts in the Middle East has brought a great deal of attention to the cultural heritage
of the Near East. Looking back to the history of archaeology in Iraq, it is clear how deeply embedded it is with
colonialism and nationalism. The future political settlement in Iraq is likely to advance the study of archaeology
and ancient history, to make up for what has been lost, so as to create new shared identities. A more direct involvement of the West in the reconstruction and preservation is also to be expected, in the name of preserving international cultural heritage.
The destruction of archaeological sites, statues, shrines and antiquities in dozens of locations by the Islamic State, among them
the ruins of the ancient Assyrian city of Kalakh in Iraq (Tel Nimrud), and Hatra, has been widely publicized by both western
and local media. What is interesting is the disproportional attention of the produced videos to the ancient monuments and
archaeological sites, as they represent only 3% of the targets of the Islamic State, which largely focuses on destroying more
modern, Islamic sites (Shia, Sunni, Sufi – more than 60%) or religious heritage of other communities (Christian 9%, Yazidi
10%).1 Scholars have suggested that many archaeological artifacts were destroyed for the sole purpose of producing a video.2
With these images, the Islamic State is addressing the Western audience, which considers these sites as the “cradle of (Western) Civilization”, as well as the people who consider these monuments part of their cultural heritage and their destruction
as an attack to their own self-identification. Looking back to the history of archaeology in Iraq makes it easier to understand
what this destruction means to both those audiences.
Up to the 19th century, many of the ancient sites were primarily known for their alleged connections with important figUNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE
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ures from the Bible, the Quran and related religious traditions; for example, Nineveh was thought to have been the location
of the tomb of the prophet Jonah (Yūnus). However, as explorers and adventurers from the West started to pay attention to
the Near East, unearthing many other sites in the region and discovering their ancient history, the Biblical and Quranic connotations were no longer dominant; instead, they were gradually incorporated into the narrative of the “cradle of civilization”.
The Western audience was introduced to the Mesopotamian antiquities through exhibitions, and soon came to consider
these artifacts as its own, and part of an international identity in which they had a large share.
The exploration of ancient Mesopotamian civilizations was largely a
Western enterprise connected to the
imperial and colonial projects in the
region. After all, archaeologists and
orientalists were largely part of the
colonial administration; for example,
Gertrude Bell, a British agent and political officer in Iraq, was herself an archaeologist, and the head of the first
Antiquities Department in Mandate
Iraq. As the archaeological sector was
largely western, the discoveries were
considered western properties, ending up on European museums and
private collections. The department of
antiquities remained largely the same
after independence, while Western
archaeologists kept on running most
archaeological excavations without much change in terms of division of labor or work patterns. It was not until the 1930’s
that the state started to take control of the cultural heritage and archaeology. By passing the Antiquities Law of 1934, Iraq
claimed that all findings were considered Iraqi property and that they could not leave the country without official permits.
This discouraged some Western archaeologists to continue working in Iraq, while it encouraged the training of local archaeologists.
However, Near Eastern history is part of most Western elementary school curricula, and as it is considered as the “Cradle of Civilization”, it is also part of an international, and therefore also Western, history. On February 2015, the circulation
of the video of Islamic State’s supporters using jackhammers to disfigure the monumental human-headed bull colossi from
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the reign of the Assyrian king Sennacherib left the Western audiences in shock. Soon similar images emerged, from Nimrud,
Hatra, the Mosul Museum and elsewhere, and their circulation generated intense reactions; UNESCO’s director, Irina Bokova,
went as far as to name these acts as a “cultural cleansing” and a “crime against humanity”.3 In the past, fear of loss of this cultural heritage became a justification for military intervention, and some urge the West to step in to save those monuments.
These strong reactions created the perception that the people in the West care more for archaeology than for its people,
which is deeply problematic.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Islamic State may seem to destroy archaeological sites and antiquities, but it has
also developed a well-organized system of selling antiquities in the black market to finance itself. Therefore, destruction of
certain artifacts by the Islamic State leads to the smuggling of many more; the black market of antiquities is booming, and
the primary consumers are Europe and the US.4 It should be noted that the smuggling of antiquities from the Middle East is
common, as it occurred not only during the war in Afghanistan and Iraq, but even in Egypt in 2011. Many urge the collectors
of antiquities to be mindful of their potential complicity in supporting groups such as the Islamic State rather than saving heritage, and highlight the fact that should these objects detach from their original surroundings and context, they have already
undergone a form of destruction.5 What is more, the destruction of certain antiquities in Iraq and elsewhere may make one
thankful that similar artifacts stand intact in Western museums; but the fact that objects are generally safer in Western “international” cities does not justify the retention of such objects, and also does not provide the locals with a chance to show
that they can protect their own heritage, as many have done so. This kind of “cultural internationalism” is accused of being
a brand of “cultural imperialism”, as cultural resources of poorer countries flow in the direction of wealthier countries but
without equal exchange.6
On the other hand, archaeology and cultural heritage in Iraq is not only associated with colonialism and imperialism, but
is also deeply embedded with Iraqi nationalism. While nationalist movements and nation-states all over the world have mobilized heritage in the service of nation and state building, in Middle Eastern nationalisms, and especially in Saddam Hussein’s own brand of Ba’athism, archaeology played a special part in political legitimation. Prior to Ba’ath party, the rural
population of Iraq had minimal exposure to world history, as it was taught in the West; later, however, they became aware
of the Western concept of “cradle of civilization” as part of their own history.7 However, the Ba’ath party of Iraq largely reformulated ancient history, going as far as to name it “The Project for the Re-Writing of History”. Hussein attempted to create a linear concept of history, from Mesopotamia to the Abbasid Caliphs in Bagdad and the rise of pan-Arabism, so as to give
Iraq a superior place in the Arab world. Ancient history became a common denominator for Iraqi people, transcending sectarian and ethnic divisions, while at the same time the regime suppressed most ethnic groups. Saddam Hussein’s deep connection to ancient history led to the 2003 looting of the Museum of Bagdad shortly after his fall; this was not considered as
an act against Iraqi heritage but as a reaction in order to reclaim their identity back from Hussein’s rule.8
It is estimated that thousands of artifacts and associated knowledge representing nearly 150 years of archaeology in
Mesopotamia have been lost in the last fifteen years, including the destruction occurred by the US army. Some point out that
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the Archaeological sector has to come to terms with the fact that Arab nationalism, which supported and funded it in the 20th
century, is dead.9
So what is the future of Archaeology and cultural heritage in Iraq? Kurds, Yazidis, Shias and many others are unlikely to
sympathize with symbols of the regime that oppressed them. However, we must consider that it is the specific connotations
and interpretations that the Ba’ath regime made, that are being rejected now. In fact, the antiquities and archaeological sites
are one of the few things that are uniting all the people who leave in this land, contrary to religious sites. What is more, the
very fact that the Islamic State is targeting those sites with almost the same ferocity as it did to religious minorities is likely
to cause urges and calls to preserve them, leading to more systematic research, cataloguing, and replica creation to make up
for what has been lost.
Still, any attempt to save antiquities on the ground should consider who actually controls the ground.10 However, the political situation is still very fluid as to what is to happen. Once the war ends, and the political situation and future borders are
settled, it is probable that ancient history and archaeology of Mesopotamia will blossom, in an attempt to unify different political entities and re-discover their identities, associating themselves with the ancient past of their land but in a different
way than the Ba’ath party. The West is expected to be greatly involved with the reconstruction and preservation of those
monuments. Missions such as the American School of Oriental Research’s Cultural Heritage Initiatives (ASOR CHI) are already conducting surveys to monitor, assess the damage and assist the Board of Antiquities and Heritage in Bagdad, supporting with expertise and equipment, while others are operating in Iraqi Kurdistan, where there is also rapid development
of the archaeological sector. On the other hand, the heightened pressures of the western audiences and calls to save the antiquities are likely to increase even more the smuggling of antiquities to “safer” places, as well as enforcing a more direct intervention in the study and research of ancient monuments in the name of International Cultural Heritage, thus depriving Iraq
from a part of its history.
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